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Abstract 

Opinion Target Extraction is one of the important tasks for text sentiment analysis, 

which has attracted much attention from many researchers. For this task, we proposed an 

M-Score algorithm utilized in the model which realized the domain-independent opinion 

target extraction function. This algorithm is derived from the Pointwise Mutual Information 

algorithm, but the difference is that it doesn’t need any manual seeds collection or any 

web searching engines, which reduces the manual participation and easy to be 

transplanted. This model starts with document preprocessing, effective opinion sentences 

extraction and candidate opinion target extraction by employing Conditional Random 

Fields Model with feature templates. Next, the M-Score algorithm is employed to extract 

seed set, and the bootstrapping approach is invoked to process the candidate opinion 

targets. Finally, the model uses word frequency and the Noun pruning algorithm to filter 

the opinion targets, and then obtains the final opinion targets for output. The 

experimental results show that the M-score method performs better than Pointwise Mutual 

Information algorithm in precision and recall. 

Keywords: text sentiment analysis; opinion target extraction; Conditional Random 

Fields; domain-independent 

1. Introduction 

With the rapid development of the Internet, the network has become one of the 

important parts of people’s work, study and entertainment activities. Especially the 

web2.0 technology thrives and popularized, the Internet users can create internet 

information instead of obtain information from the traditional web only, which realized 

the two-way communication of internet users and the web, so it provides a new platform 

for people to obtain information, post opinions and exchange feelings. Thus, there are 

more and more subjective texts posted by the users on the Internet, these texts could be 

users’ comments on any products, or people’s opinions on news topics. The information 

of these texts contains people’s various emotions and emotional tendencies, such as love, 

hate, criticism, praise and so on. With the increasing number of internet users, the text 

information flooded and it have significant effect on people’s life and their attitudes to the 

society, so extract and analyze the subjective texts information is very important and 

necessary. For example, the product manufactures want to know the opinions of 

customers about their products, the potential customers want to know the general opinions 

of previous customers about some product features to help them making better decisions, 

and the rulers of the country want to know the public’s attitudes and ideas towards some 

social issues. How to use computers to obtain and analyze the information of these texts 

has become a hot topic for researchers, and text sentiment analysis technology arises 

under this background. 

The text sentiment analysis, as a new research field, has highly research values and 

practical values, thus it has been attracting much attention from many scholars [1-8]. 
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According to the difference of tasks, the text sentiment analysis can be roughly divided 

into three tasks, namely “sentiment information extraction”, “sentiment classification” 

and “sentiment information retrieval and induction”. Sentiment information extraction, as 

one of the important tasks of sentiment analysis, includes opinion target extraction, 

opinion words extraction and polarity discrimination and opinion holder extraction. 

In this paper, we focus on opinion target extraction of Chinese consumer reviews about 

electronic products. Opinion target extraction, as one of the important tasks of 

information extraction, is critical to sentiment analysis, and its extracting accuracy 

directly affects the accuracy of text sentiment analysis. The opinion target is the object 

that the opinion words modified or the people talk about. For example, in the laptop 

computer product reviews, the opinion target can be one kind of products (ThinkPad) or 

the attribute of the produce (the screen resolution). Opinion target extraction also called 

topic extraction or feature extraction. For this task, we proposed an M-Score algorithm to 

solve the domain limitation problem in the opinion target extraction research. 

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: section 2 introduces the related works of 

opinion target extraction; section 3 describes the details of our proposed approach; section 

4 gives the experimental setup and the results analysis; finally, we give a conclusion of 

our work. 

 

2. Related Works 

From the view of sentiment analysis status, many researchers devoted their research to 

opinion target extraction [9-17]; they employed different methods for this research. Some 

researchers used the method based on rules/template to extract opinion targets. Yi et al. 

[18] used three progressive limited levels of part-of-speech to extract real opinion targets 

from candidate opinion targets. Hu and Liu [19] used association rule mining based on the 

Apriori algorithm to extract opinion targets; they distinguished high frequency opinion 

targets based on the co-occurrence of the opinion targets, and employed pruning rules to 

improve the accuracy and coverage. Popescu et al. [20] proposed a method by computing 

a Point-wise Mutual Information score of a noun, and then the Bayesian classification was 

employed to extract product features. Xu et al. [21] developed a method based on 

heuristic rules for NTCIR-8 tasks of opinion holder extraction and opinion target 

extraction. The core of this method is constructing rules and using pattern matching to 

extract opinion targets. Rule/template based method uses pattern matching to extract 

opinion targets, and these rules/templates established in the process are easy to understand. 

But it is difficult to guarantee the systematic and logic of these rules/templates, and they 

have a higher domain-related property which is hard to be transplanted. 

Some researchers use natural language processing approach extracting opinion targets. 

Liu et al. [22] got the candidate opinion targets by the syntactic analysis result, and then 

employed Point-wise Mutual Information algorithm and noun pruning rules to filter the 

candidate opinion targets. Wang et al. [23] developed a method based on syntactic 

analysis and dependency parsing. They used likelihood testing method to calculate the 

relevance degree of the candidate opinion targets to the topic, and then ordered the 

candidate opinion targets and filtered the irrelevant opinion targets to the topic. This 

method processes sentences by syntactic analysis and semantic role labeling, and it has 

achieved better performance in the status that the experiment contains a large amount of 

text, but less useful when the sentences lack syntactic structures or the structures are very 

completed. 

At present, many scholars are keen to the machine learning method. According to the 

degree of automation of the machine learning model, the method of machine learning can 

be divided into supervised-based machine learning method or semi-supervised-based 

machine learning method and unsupervised-based machine learning method. Supervised 

or semi-supervised-based machine learning method need to label the corpus or label part 
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of the corpus beforehand, and then train the labeled corpus with specific rules to obtain 

the available model. Kobayashi et al. [24] applied a semi-automatic cycle method to 

extract product features. Cheng X’s [25] research adopted ontology-based extraction 

method. First of all, they used the semi-automatic method to construct the automobile 

domain ontology based on the existing resources, and then combined the information 

extraction engine with the named entity recognition technology to identify the topic in the 

field of automobile. Instead, unsupervised-based machine learning method doesn’t need 

any labeled corpus. Generally, it uses clustering, bootstrapping and Transmission to 

extract information. Song et al. [26] put forward an unsupervised method without the 

dependency of external resource in the automobile field. In their paper, they used fuzzy 

matching algorithm and pruning algorithm to extract opinion targets, and then 

bootstrapping approach was adopted for the identification of product features from 

candidate features. Jin w et al. [27] utilized the bootstrapping method realized the semi-

automatic tagging corpus, and Lexical - HMM classifier is used for the extraction of 

"product feature entity" and "entity”, this paper showed that their method is better than 

rule-based method.  

Supervised-based or semi-supervised-based machine learning method has a higher 

accuracy compared with the unsupervised-based method, but it takes a lot of manpower 

resources to label the corpus and time consuming, and its performance completely 

determined by the quality and quantity of the training sample. Relatively, unsupervised-

based machine learning method doesn’t need to label the corpus, so it reduces the manual 

labeling efforts which not only becomes much easier but also gets a good cross-domain 

performance. 

There are some problems of existing opinion target extraction in Chinese: 

Interdisciplinary ability of extraction is not strong and the system migration is 

inconvenient; the extraction algorithm doesn’t consider comprehensively; the system’s 

learning ability is not strong and so on. As far as possible to solve these problems, we 

proposed a domain-independent opinion target extraction algorithm. We will give the 

detail description next. 

 

3. Domain-independent Opinion Target Extraction Model 

Figure 1 gives the architecture overview of our proposed domain-independent model 

for opinion target extraction. The general steps of the model as follows:  

Firstly, word segmentation, part-of speech tagging and syntax analysis were done 

to process the sentences of the document, and then effective opinion sentences are 

extracted by using Polarity Lexicon. Secondly, the conditional random fields model 

was employed to train these effective opinion sentences and extract the candidate 

opinion targets, in the process of training combined the feature template and the 

results of syntax analysis. Thirdly, the proposed method of M-Score algorithm is 

used for candidate opinion targets domain-relevant processing to remove the 

domain-redundant targets. Finally, the candidate opinion targets filtration is done 

for final results output. Below, we will discuss each step of the proposed model in 

details. 
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Figure 1. The Proposed Model for Opinion Target Extraction 

3.1. Document Preprocessing 

One of the important differences between Chinese and English is that Chinese 

needs to word segmentation. In English language, it is easy to distinguish word by a 

space or punctuation. But in the Chinese, it needs to word segmentation for the text 

stream. As word is the smallest semantic unit in Chinese sentences, so the first step 

of the model is sentences processing. For each sentence, word segmentation and 

part-of-speech tagging are utilized. Part-of-speech tagging (POS) is the task of 

assigning parts of speech to each word, such as adjectives, nouns, adverbs and so 

on. We use the ICTCLAS of Institute of Computing Technology Chinese Academy 

of Sciences for Chinese word segmentation and part-of-speech tagging. An example 

is shown in Figure 2. In a large number of review sentences, there are many 

objective sentences, we are not concerned with these sentences, because these 

sentences contain no opinion words and give no sentiment tendency, and they are 

also time-consuming in the experimental process. Thus, we use the polarity lexicon 

to filter these redundant sentences, just carry out the extraction task from effective 
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opinion sentences. Polarity lexicon is the lexicon contains many opinion words, and 

sometimes it can include the degree of polarity of opinion words. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2. One example of the sentence word segmentation 

 
3.2. Candidate Opinion Target Generation 

As the Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) model has the better capability to capture 

the context information, it was first put forward by Lafferty in 2001. Then it has been 

widely used in the natural language processing by many researchers, such as word 

segmentation, part-of-speech tagging and named entity recognition. Especially in recent 

years, it has been successfully employed in opinion target extraction task. CRFs are 

undirected conditional probability model, that is a kind of statistical model used to tag and 

segment serialized data. Assume that X is the input set of random variables through the 

observation labeled sequence, Y is the output set of random variables by the model 

prediction and corresponding to the labeled sequence. The calculation formula of CRFs is: 

1
(

( )

iip (y | x ) y , x )
i NZ x

 


                                                                      (1) 

Where )( xZ  is the normalization factor, ),(
iii

xy is the potential function and defined as: 
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In this paper, we use Conditional Random Fields to extract candidate opinion targets. 

After the preprocessing of the document review corpus, we employed the Conditional 

Random Fields model combined with feature template and dependency parsing for 

candidate opinion targets extraction.  

Table 1 gives the description of word features, part-of speech features and dependency 

parsing features used in the process of CRFs training. 

Table 1. Summery of Features 

Features description 

Word the string feature of current word 

Part-of-speech part of speech tagging feature of current word 

Dependency parsing the interdependency feature between word and word 

 

3.3. The Proposed m-Score Algorithm 

The candidate opinion target set extracted by Conditional Random Field model must be 

includes some nouns or noun phrases which irrelevant to the field that customers are not 

interested. Take the following sentence for example, “The pixel of this mobile phone is 

very good, but the attitude is poor”. We can extract the opinion target “pixel” and 

“courier”, but for this sentence what customers concerned is the pixel of the mobile phone 

not the courier, so the noun “courier” should be removed from the candidate opinion 

target set. For filtering the redundant words irrelevant to the domain, many researchers 
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use Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) algorithm to calculate the mutual information of 

the current opinion target and the domain words. 

First, we give a brief introduction of PMI. PMI is a measure of association used in 

information theory and statistic. Turney P D. [29] first used PMI in his paper, and then it 

has been popularly applied in data mining and natural language processing. PMI defined 

as: 

( , )
( , ) lo g

( ) ( )

i j

i j

i j

p w w
P M I w w

p w p w

                                                                    (3) 

Where ),( ji wwp is the probability of co-occurrence of word iw  and word jw  in one 

sentence, )( iwp and )( jwp are the probability of occurrence of word iw  and word jw  in 

the sentences of corpus respectively. 

In the process of PMI calculation, an artificial seed set related to the domain is needed 

in opinion target extraction task. In the construction process of artificial seed set, it is hard 

to avoid manual omission and words misunderstanding.  

Considering most of the candidate opinion targets are domain-related, we proposed a 

domain-independent opinion targets extraction method, which is M-Score algorithm. This 

algorithm needs no person participation to construct domain-related seed set, and it can be 

directly selected the seed words from the candidate opinion targets. So it has no domain 

limitation, and available to various fields and essay to be transplanted. The thought of M-

Score approach is derived from PMI, but it considers the current word frequency and 

internal relation information between words at the same time. We will give a detail 

description of the algorithm next. The M-Score calculation formula is as follows: 

1
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                                           (4) 

Where a denotes the current opinion target, k is the words number of seed set, kb is the 

thk opinion target of the seed set, )( ap and )( kbp denotes the number of sentences contain 

word kba  and  respectively in the review corpus, ),( kbap is the co-occurrence sentences 

number that contain opinion target kba  and together, N denotes the total sentences 

number of the review corpus. We add 1 in the formula to avoid that the logarithm value 

be zero. When the M-Score algorithm is used to generate the initial seed set from the 

candidate opinion targets, kb is the thk opinion target of the candidate opinion targets, then 

we use the seed set to deal with the rest of the candidate opinion targets. 

 

3.4. Bootstrapping Algorithm 

After getting a number of seed words, we need to employ the bootstrapping algorithm 

to calculate the M-Score value of the rest of the candidate opinion targets. The basic idea 

of bootstrapping algorithm is iterative calculating the candidate opinion targets M-Score 

values with the seed set, selecting the one with maximum M-score value adds to the seed 

set, the iteration stops until the seed number equals to the set number. The set number is 

the opinion target number we will extract from the review. The process of bootstrapping 

algorithm is described as follows: 

 

Algorithm: M-Score-based iterative bootstrapping algorithm 

Input: seed set (SFeatures list), candidate opinion target set (CFeatures list), Set 

number 

Process:  

While (Seed number< Set number) 

               For each Feature in CFeatures 

                   M=M-Score (Feature); 
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                   If M>max then max=M;  

Add Feature with maximum values to SFeatures list; 

Seed number=Seed number+1; 

End for 

      End while 

Output: SFeatures list 

The specific steps of opinion target extraction are as follows: 

S1: preprocess the review corpus, get the sentence set with word segmentation and 

POS tagging;  

S2: syntactic analysis is employed to get the word dependency relation; 

S3: use polarity lexicon extracts effective opinion sentences and delete the objective 

sentences; 

S4: train the opinion sentences by CRFs with feature template, get the candidate 

opinion target set, and call it I1; 

S5: M-Score algorithm is employed to extract a certain number of seed words from I1, 

the set of seed words marked as S , and the rest of opinion targets set called I2; 

S6: call bootstrapping algorithm, calculate the M-Score value of each current opinion 

target a  and 
i

b  2( , )iIa b S  , and the current seed number value add 1, then compare 

the current seed number with the set number; if the current seed number less than the set 

number, then put a into S , and delete it from I2, otherwise, stop the while loop; repeat this 

step until the current seed number equals to the set number; 

S7: the final set of S as the final opinion target set output. 

 

3.5. Opinion Target Filter 

After the above steps of opinion target extraction, the results still contain some repeat or 

non-key opinion targets, so we need to further process these redundant ones. In this 

process, we use word frequency filtering technique which is minimum p-support pruning 

algorithm for opinion targets filter. 

Word frequency filtering technique aims to filter the very small frequency words. 

Generally, people are not concerned about these words. Take the following opinion 

sentence into consideration: “A mobile phone’s performance is really good, the pixel is 

very high, it doesn’t like my previous phone B, its pixel is very bad.”). We can extract one 

of the opinion target “phone B” from this sentence , but what customers concerned is all the 

features of phone A, so “B phone” is the non-key target, and it will have a very low 

frequency in the corpus, we can use the word frequency filtering technique to filter out 

this one. Even if occasionally filtered out several real opinion targets, it doesn’t affect the 

performance of the system for a large size of data set. Li et al. [30] analyzed the 

neighboring rules pruning algorithm and the minimum p-support pruning algorithm. 

According to their research results, the minimum p-support pruning algorithm achieved 

better performance. So we adopt this method for opinion targets filtering. Let’s give a 

brief description of minimum p-support firstly. For example, “battery” as an opinion 

target, “battery life” and “battery capacity” are the opinion targets at the same time, and 

they both contain the word “battery”. Assume there are 20 sentences contain the noun 

“battery” in the review corpus, and there are 7 and 8 sentences that contain “battery life” 

and “battery capacity” respectively, then the number of the noun “battery” appears alone 

in the sentences is 5, then we said that the minimum p-support of “battery” is 5. In short, 

the minimum p-support is the number of sentences that contain the noun or noun phrase 

alone but don’t contain its superset. 
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4. Experiments and Analysis 
 

4.1. Corpus and Evaluation Measures 

In the experiments, the dataset consists of three domains of online product reviews; 

they are mobile phones, digital cameras and laptop computers. The detail of the dataset 

can be seen in Table 2. 

We use precision (P), recall (R) and F-score to evaluate the experiment results, and the 

calculation formulas based on Table 3. The calculate formulas as follow: 

T P
P

T P F P





    (5)，                          
T P

R

T P F N





     (6)，                             
2 P R

F

P R

 




    (7) 

Table 2. Datasets of the Experiments 

 
Mobile 
phones 

Digital cameras Laptop computers Total 

Number of  
review texts 

112 96 104 312 

Number of 
sentences 

1721 1256 1342 4319 

Number of product 
features 

1731 1012 1521 4264 

Table 3. Evaluation Criterion  

Evaluation parameters Correct opinion targets Wrong opinion targets 

Extracted opinion targets TP FP 

Non-extracted opinion targets FN TN 

 

4.2. Experiment Analysis 

The proposed M-Score algorithm is an unsupervised method, the seed words are 

extracted from candidate opinion targets. The key problem of the seed set extraction 

process is finding an appropriate number of the seed words. For this problem, we 

experimented different numbers (i.e. 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40) to observe their effects on the 

experimental results. Figure 3 shows the change curve of different seed number and the F-

score. From this figure, we can see that 30 is an appropriate number for the mobile phone 

domain and the digital camera domain, and 35 is an appropriate number for laptop 

computer domain. In order to achieve the unity of the experiments, we chose the number 

30 and extract the first 30 number of opinion targets with larger M-Score value as the 

seeds in the experiments. In the while loop iteration, the stop set number is 70. 

In order to give more accurate results, we adopt 3-fold cross-validation method in the 

experiments. The datasets are randomly divided into three equal sub sets; two of them are 

randomly selected for training set, the rest one for testing set. The final result is the 

average of the three experiments. Firstly, we employed the Base Line experiment to show 

the M-score algorithm’s effectiveness. The Base Line experiment is that we just filter the 

candidate opinion targets, after the filtration process output the final extraction results. 

The results can be seen in Table 4. Secondly, we compared our proposed method with 

traditional PMI algorithm and the result is showed in Table 5. 
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Figure 3. Different Seeds Number and the F-score Change Curve 

Table 4. Base Line Results 

Products 
Base Line method  M-score algorithm method 

P R F  P R F 

Mobile 
phones 

0.3021 0.4101 0.3479  0.4931 0.5061 0.4995 

Digital 
cameras 

0.2679 0.3800 0.3143  0.4610 0.4912 0.4756 

Laptop 
computers 

0.2514 0.3108 0.2780  0.4035 0.3968 0.4001 

Average  0.2738 0.3670 0.3134  0.4525 0.4647 0.4584 

 

It is clearly observed from Table 4 that the Base Line method’s precision, recall and F-

score values are all lower than the M-score algorithm method in three domains. One 

explanation of this result is that the Base Line method didn’t deal with the domain-related 

processing after the filtration process of the candidate opinion targets, so the result still 

contains some opinion targets unrelated to the domain which are not the correct ones. 

Table 5. Comparison Results of the M-score Algorithm with PMI Algorithm 

Products 
PMI algorithm  M-score algorithm 

P R F  P R F 

Mobile 
phones 

0.4472 0.4810 0.4635  0.4931 0.5061 0.4995 

Digital 
cameras 

0.3919 0.4006 0.3962  0.4610 0.4912 0.4756 

Laptop 
computers 

0.3879 0.4566 0.5200  0.4035 0.3968 0.4001 

Average  0.4090 0.4461 0.4599  0.4525 0.4647 0.4584 

 

From Table 5 we can see that the M-score algorithm performed better in precision and 

recall than traditional PMI algorithm, The F-score of M-score algorithm exceeds PMI 
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algorithm in the mobile phone domain and digital camera domain, but lower than PMI in 

the laptop computer domain. The reason of the result is that when using PMI algorithm, it 

needs some artificial seeds, because of the human intervention, the process of seed 

collection maybe not comprehensive or error, and that is inevitable. Thus, its experimental 

precision is lower than M-score algorithm as the consequence. On the contrary, M-Score 

method needs no human intervention for seeds collection, it directly collects the seed set 

from candidate targets, and its experimental precision dependent on the number of seed 

words, proper seed number can gain a good result. Besides, in order to obtain more 

accurate results, we can adjust the seed number according to the size and domain of the 

dataset. 

In order to promote the development of view information retrieval, extraction, 

tendency analysis and the construction of Chinese tendency analysis corpus, the Chinese 

Information Society of Information Retrieval Committee sponsored the Chinese Opinion 

Analysis Evaluation in 2008 (COAE 2008). The main aim of COAE 2008 is promoting 

the construction of Chinese tendency analysis lexicon, improving the technology of 

Chinese subjective and objective analysis and opinion target extraction and developing 

view retrieval technique. Over the following years, many researchers take this evaluation 

as the results reference. In the experiment, we also employed the average evaluation 

results of COAE2008 evaluation task 3 (Chinese text tendency related factors extraction, 

COAE2008-3) in comparison to the proposed method. See Table 6. 

Table 6. Comparison Results of M-score Method and COAE2008-3 

Evaluation  
Mobile 
phones 

Digital 
cameras 

Laptop 
computers 

Average of 
M-score 
algorithm   

Average of 
COAE2008-3  

P 0.4931 0.4610 0.4035 0.4525 0.3798 

R 0.5061 0.4912 0.3968 0.4647 0.4172 

F 0.4995 0.4756 0.4001 0.4584 0.3976 

 

From Table 6, it is notable that the performance of  the proposed model in precision, 

recall and F-score all performed better than the average evaluation results of COAE2008 

evaluation task 3, and it well demonstrated the effectiveness and practicality of M-Score 

method. 

 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, we studied the extraction of opinion targets from customer reviews, and 

proposed the M-Score algorithm based on PMI method. This algorithm is the further 

improvement of PMI algorithm. The M-score based model is domain-independent and 

easy to be transplanted. This model has achieved better performance and the experimental 

results proved the validity of this method.  

Though our proposed method has yielded good results, the performance of the model 

needs to be further improved, and the precision and recall of extraction need to further 

improve, too. What’s more, this paper only deal with the opinion targets extraction task, 

but made no tendency analysis and summary of opinion targets, so in our further work we 

plan to further improve the accuracy of opinion targets and give the tendency analysis of 

these targets and make a reference summarized report for users at the same time. 
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